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ABSTRACT
This short paper presents a set of 15 new 4K resolution
ultra-high definition (UHD) video sequences for catering
the requirement of active UHD video quality assessment
algorithms in coming years, as well as help to fully
evaluate coding efficiency of latest HEVC (High Efficient
Video Coding). The details of processing procedures and
sequences characteristics are illustrated.

2. 4K VIDEO SEQUENCES
2.1. Shooting and processing
Camera manufacturers which were involved in cinema
technologies or 4K displays, have recently launched a few
cameras designed for 4K content creation. F65, the
masterpiece of Sony, was designed for premium cinema
productions recording. All of the UHD video sequences
included in our dataset were shot using Sony F65 camera.
The photoelectric signals of images received from 8K
CMOS sensor were stored in the disk arrays. Then the signal
was converted to digital format with utmost care,
guaranteeing that the video sequences are distortion free.
The raw data of the images quantified with 10 bit were
exported at resolution of 3840x2160 and frame rate of 30fps
with DPX format. The resulted picture quality provides the
actual highest fidelity of contrast and colors. The DPX
image files were combined and converted into
uncompressed YUV files using FFMPEG software. Both
YUV 4:4:4 color sampling, 10 bits per sample and YUV
4:2:0 color sampling, 8 bits per sample formats were offered
in our dataset. The former retains the original information
and the later is the most common file format for
compressing. All video sequences presented in our dataset
are of 300 frames.

Index Terms—UHD, video dataset, video quality
assessment, HEVC
1. INTRODUCTION
As high definition (HD) video applications have been
becoming increasingly popular, UHD applications also are
becoming a trend in the future. The rising demands for an
enhanced end-user experience with high fidelity content
especially for home theater and premium events like sports
push the development of the related technology.
Last year, the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) has officially approved UHDTV as a standard,
conjointly standardizing both 4K and 8K resolutions in [1].
Preserving the 16/9 picture aspect ratio, 4K is defined as
3840×2160 pixels and 8K as 7680×4320 pixels. Associated
with the UHD video applications, a new coding standard,
HEVC under development by ISO MPEG and ITU-T VCEG,
was also approved by the ITU-T on 25th January 2013,
which was originally designed and optimized for betterperceived visual quality on large image hence targeting
Ultra High Definition coding.
Before a video application coming into service, a great
number of researches need to be conducted for obtaining
ideal results, including performance evaluation for the
systems and algorithms. The evaluations of the video quality
assessment algorithms and coding algorithms are the most
common example. So far, there have been many datasets
already widely available, and most related information were
collected in [2][3], including LIVE video database[4], TUM
HD video dataset [5] and so on. However, except that
elemental recently released some clips recorded by the RED
Epic 4K camera [6], the majority of these datasets focused
on smaller resolutions, no more than HD resolution. Along
this direction, we contribute a set of new 4K@30fps video
sequences with diverse characteristics. Our shot and postprocessing team are from Shanghai Jiao Tong University
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2.2. Sequences characteristics description
Considering that video content plays a key role in the related
researches, we attempt to shoot video sequences which can
be representative of a wide variety of content types. All
scenes are chosen in Shanghai, China. The factors such as
image texture, image detail, movement speed of the object
in the image, light intensity, and the camera lens stretching,
panning are taken into account. Some sequences are shot
from an overlooking angle by using tripod. The first frame
of each video sequences is showed in our project web page.
The detail descriptions for video sequences in our dataset
are shown as follows.
•
Bund Nightscape---Shows nightscape of the gallery of
International Architecture in Bund.
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•

Campfire Party---Shows flames before the crew of
the NERC-DTV in a campfire Party.
Construction Field---Shows some excavator arms in a
construction area.
Fountains---Shows the artificial fountains jet water
into the air in front of a tall building
Library---Shows sparsely moving students in the front
of the new library.
Marathon---Shows the scene of the early stages of
2012 Shanghai International Marathon Race.
Residential Building---Shows an residential building.
The dense texture of the outside wall and intricate lines
are presented.
Runners---Shows many runners in midway of 2012
Shanghai International Marathon Race.
Rush Hour---Shows many students on the ways to
canteen or dormitory after classes.
Tall Buildings--- Shows high buildings in Lujiazui,
Pudong New District in Shanghai.
Traffic and Building---Shows many cars on the road
and distant buildings.
Traffic Flow---Shows roadways with the automobiles
moving in a different direction.
Tree Shade---Shows the shade under a large tree.
Scarf---Shows exhibition of an accessory shop and
reveals diverse contrasts and colors.
Wood---Shows a wood in the campus of SJTU.
Sunlight pierce through the woods

Figure 1. Spatial Information (SI) and Temporal Information (TI) indexes
of the 4K video sequences

3. SUMMARY
This paper presents a new batch of 4K video sequences
which will be opened to related research circles. The details
of processing procedures and sequences characteristics are
illustrated.
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Generally, the spatial and temporal information were
used as representing the video content. The spatial and
temporal perceptual information of the scenes are critical
parameters. These parameters play a crucial role in
determining the amount of video compression and exert an
important influence on the corresponding researches to
some extent.
The analysis of content classification has been
performed by computing the SI and TI indexes on the
luminance component of each video sequences according to
[7]. And the calculation process can be represented in
equation form as:
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